
Dear Gary, 	 112)/U, 

After reading your Crosstalk item in No. 11 I am aorrier than ever that 
neither your nor Earl nor Mary responded as I sent the pertinent records down as 
I got and reviewed the DFO JAC records! Wben I got not response from one I shifted 
to another, etc., and do not recall aey response. One of my problems is that I 
seem to recall records of which I did not make a copy for my own subjeftt filing 
and as a practical matter I onnnot now retrieve them from the originals without 
-pine over more than I'vs tee) for, Anyways, I'll add to what you report. 

end I raise again the possibility if not the probability of the croestalk, not 
being crosstalk at all but tee coneequenoe of making air tapes because neither the 
Diectbolt nor the leedio=aph was an outlet plug for dubbieg. This is stated on 
one of tee reeorde. 

Theee was no Warren Concession tape. That is an FBI lie and I've finally 
protein that it is one of a series of map' (no statement from the field office) 
improvised to aeoid providing me with a dubl. In order to prove that the FBI's 
lie that triod to make tilt mut judge believe that iti% tape van given to tbo 
Commiosion, undee discovery I roqueated copies of the covering lettere, from 
De to FDIee, from Mae to Wu, and any other. Thexe are none. Stated, under oath 
by the FBI. 

leeriert this mote mysterioue, if not more sinister, is that fact that the 
,Tali JR:index, which I have, has no listing cf any such tapes. Not of 
tobtainiee them or even of going to the DTO about theme Only of the forwarding to 
Mee for WC of the teanacript, which was made in DFO. 

You coaelleio this item wite 30A1 rather unequivocal predictions. Remember, I 
am still in court on this, so anyteeineeyou can tail me nieht have some value. 

This also is true of the BrIleidillitellt on the first page. 

It appears that the CDS taw has to come from those of the FBI or DPD. 

Perhaps it can give some point to the Fei's lying about the tapes kto which 
it always referred in the singular) if you understand that the nor mai FOIA procedure 
is to make and report on a wearoh. This still has not been done and there is no 
statement bearing on any of this by Specht Whose name the Fel alao eithheld on 
allegod prience grounds from ether records) or anyone else in Dallas. Tbe Ftrile 
agent who lied even claimed that the tape was obtained privately by an al* employee 
and that the FBI had never had it. Even though its own records reflect that 
it did the trans. cribing in DL. I have the forwarding letter. end other references. 

If you have not lone it, why not oak Berl and Nary for tee records I sent 
to them and me if you have seen them all? 

They had to use the same machines that were in use and had two parts each, as 
I recall, when they dubbed. Islet it possible that they were cuing in one while 
dubbing from the other. I do not find it easy to beleeve that they vore trying to 
dub separately on the separate tracks of the Wollensk if it was stereo. But I had 
one and it had to mic jacks, one for each channel. 

30meeme made of  with the DMN original story, with pie, on the 2ronson film. 
Do you have a dupe? I could still use it iii this litigation if I  had a copy.  or, 
a merox. If you can, thanks. 

Best wishes, 


